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Prediction UncertaintY of Linear
Building Energy Use Models
With Autocorrelated Residuals
Autocorrelated residuals from regression models of building energy use present prob'

lems when attempting to estimate retrofit energy savings and the uncertainty of the

savings. This paper discusses the causes of autocorrelation in energy use models and

propos"t a method to deal with autocorrelation. A hybrid of ordinary least squares'f 
OLSl and autoregressive (AR) models is developed to accurately predict energy

use and give reasonable uncertainty estimates. Only linear models are considered

because both the data and the physical theory for many commercial buildings support

this choice ( Kissock, 1993 ). A procedure for model selection is presented and tested

on data from three commercial buildings participating in the Texas LoanSTAR pro-

gram. In every case examined, the hybrid OLS-AR model provided the best estimate

of energy use and the most robust estimate of uncertainty.

Introduction
A crucial requirement in being able to promote and sustain

energy conservation measures in commercial buildings is the

ability to perform careful and reliable appraisals of exactly how

much energy has been saved. Because of the potentially large

discrepancy between predicted and actual savings, many pro-

grams such as the Texas LoanSTAR program (Claridge et a1.,

1991) require that energy savings due to the retrofit be mea-

sured. This requires that data acquisition equipment to monitor

building energy use be installed in a building for a suitable
period before the retrofits are carried out and that the equipment
remain in the building, possibly throughout the life of the retro-

fit. Varying weather conditions (and other variables such as

internal loads and schedules) between the pre-retrofit and post-

retrofit periods can influence energy use and may obscure the

change in energy use caused by the retrofit. A more accurate
measure of retrofit savings is provided by developing a weather-

dependent model of the building's pre-retrofit energy use and

then using this model to predict the building's pre-retrofit en-

ergy use under post-retrofit conditions. The difference between

these simulated or predicted values and the actual measured
energy use can provide a sound estimate of the retrofit savings.

Such an approach has been adopted in the LoanSTAR program
(Kissock et a1., 1992a) with the model approach being in most

cases statistical in nature and involving a regression model at

the daily time scale. This study has been initiated in the frame-
work of the LoanSTAR program with the specific objectives of

reevaluation and refining previous work (e.g., Kissock et al.,

1992b; Reddy et al., 1992) and developing more accurate and

robust model identification procedures along with statistically
sound methods of determining the uncertainty of the savings.
In short, this paper:

o discusses possible causes of autocorrelation in energy use

models;
develops a hybrid of OLS and autoregressive (AR) en-

ergy models to accurately predict energy use and give

reasonable uncertainty measures:
outlines a procedure for identifying the most appropriate
linear model when autocorrelation is present; and
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and Kutner, 1990). Outdoor air temPeraturc, a rcadily available

. applies this procedure to several real data sets, and vali-

dates the models' predictive ability and estimated uncer-

tainty.

Autocorrelation in EnergY Models
When data are fit using a regression model, the errors may

not be independent of each other across time; in such a situation

the errors are said to be non-random or autocorrelated. The

presence of autocorrelation is important because it will cause

itatistical problems. Most importantly for our purposes, esti-

mated prediction error bounds will be too small, leading to

undue confidence being placed in the accuracy of predicted

energy use. In addition, the mean square enor of the regression

fit may underestimate model variance, and the standard errors

of the OLS regression coefficients will be too small (Neter,

Wasserman and Kutner, 1990). This effect can be explained in

a simple intuitive manner. If sampling is done from a population

such that the data points are correlated, this effectively reduces

the number of "independent" sample data drawn from the pop-

ulation. This, in turn, increases the uncertainty interval lengths,

which are inversely related to the number of independent data

points.
Autocorrelation of errors from OLS models of building en-

ergy data has been noted in LoanSTAR and other buildings
(Verdi, 1989; Reddy et a1., 1992). Autocorrelation may be

caused by time dependent operational changes in the building

or by the omission of variables that may influence energy use,

such as humidity, occupancy loads and solar radiation' By oper-

ational changes we mean HVAC system changes such as reset-

ting the hot-deck temperature or switching chilled water pumps

on or off. Operational changes such as these are often more

easily modeled by grouping the data in a time series fashion

according to similar modes of operation, rather than by at-

tempting to include the appropriate physical variables in the

model. For example, if the supply of steam to a building is shut

off during the summer months, an indicator nrodel that separates

steam use in the summer from steam use during the remainder

of the year is warranted. Less significant operational changes
may also occur on a regular basis. These unknown or unmea-
sured changes are difficult to model and when not accounted
for can become additional sources of autocorrelation in energy
use models.
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ineasurement, has been shown in several studies (e.g., Fels,
1986: MacDonald and Wasserman, 1988; Kissock et al., 1992a)
to be an important predictor of heating and cooling energy use.
However, many of the other variables which are believed to be
important drivers of building energy use are inherently difficult
or expensive to measure with the precision and robustness nec-
essary for improving the predictive ability of a model. For exam-
ple, high levels of ambient humidity increase a building's cool-
ing load, but accurate humidity data are difficult to obtain.
Internal loads, such as those generated by human activity and
electrical equipment, are also important components of a build-
ing's space cooling load, but are difficult to measure. In cases
like these, the omission of important predictor variables from
the model and the consequent autocorrelation of model residuals
may be unavoidable.

If possible, autocorrelation should be addressed by rede-
signing the model to include time dependent changes and all
significant predictor variables. Model redesign is one remedy
for autocorrelation, and has been explored in previous work
(Ruch, Kissock, Reddy, 1993). As noted above, however, prac-
tical measurement constraints often limit the effectiveness of
model redesign. If the autocorrelation cannot be completely
removed by model redesign, another modeling approach is to
use an autoregressive model to eliminate the autocorrelation of
errors (Verdi. 1989; Reddy et al., 1992). Autoregressive models
of daily energy use perform best when the energy use from the
previous day(s) is available to be used in a corrective enor
term. However, an AR model with a corrective error term is
not appropriate for estimating savings from the post-retrofit
period because the building's pre-retrofit energy use, which is
an essential component of the corrective error term, is no longer
available. In some cases, an AR model without a correcting
error term may adequately predict energy use; however, in all
of the LoanSTAR cases so far examined, AR models without
corrective error terms have not predicted energy use as well as
standard OLS models. Thus, standard AR models have limited
use when predicting savings.

In this paper we propose a "hybrid" predictor for predicting
pre-retrofit energy consumption several days into the post-retro-
fit period. The hybrid predictor uses the OLS regression coeffi-
cients, but estimates the model variance and prediction error
differently, in a manner designed to account for the autocorrela-
tion. The hybrid predictor benefits from both the superior pre-
diction accuracy of OLS r"'.:ression coefficients and the more
accurate estimate of uncet:."itnty associated with AR models.
Our focus is on the use of these regression models, rather than,
say, neural network models, because the prediction uncertainty
of these regression models can be statistically estimated.

Verdi ( 1989) and Reddy et al. (1992) have investigated
means of redesigning OLS energy use models by using autore-
gressive models to eliminate or reduce autocorrelation. Based
on these studies, we assume first order autocorrelation of elTors
for statistical simplicity and because of significantly improved
data fits.

A simple linear OLS model of predicted energy use, 4, of
day k is

Et , :  a  *  0Tr , ( l )

where 11 denotes the temperature on day k.
If autocorrelation is present, an autoregressive model (assum-

ing first order autocorrelation ) of the energy use has two compo-
nents: a structural term and a conditional error term. The pre-
dicted energy, 81, of day k is

E r , : e + b T k * p e * - t

a * b T p

while the conditional error component is

P Q'-r '

Usually the regression coefficients of the OLS model (a and

€) will be different than those of the autoregressive model (a

and b). In many applications, there is little difference in the

models' coefficients but a significant difference in their error

diagnostics (Neter, Wasserman and Kutner, 1990); the autore-
gressive model will predict much like OLS but with more reli-

able error bounds. In such cases, the conditional error compo-
nent is only a minor contributor to the data fit.

On the other hand, there are also cases where the conditional
error component is the major contributor to the data fit, and the

structural component alone is a poor predictor (SAS/ETS 1993,
p. 208). Unfortunately, the prediction of pre-retrofit energy
consumption under post-retrofit weather conditions cannot use

updated daily errors since measured pre-retrofit energy data
from post-retrofit weather conditions is not available. Conse-
quently the conditional error component cannot be used in our
predictor model. Therefore the prediction is done essentially by

the structural component of the autoregressive model. Hence
the autoregressive model will not be appropriate if the compo-
nent alone is a poor predictor. This was the case for the case

study buildings discussed below, so a hybrid model, discussed
in the next section, was developed.

A Hybrid Predictor With Reliable Uncertainty Esti'
mates

For many buildings it may not be possible to completely
eliminate autocorrelation through model redesign, and autore-
gressive models may be inappropriate for the reasons discussed
above. Fortunately, even if autocorrelation is present, the regres-
sion coefficient estimates given by OLS are reasonable in the

sense of being statistically unbiased (Theil, 1971, p. 254), and
thus give the best estimates of the coefficients under the circum-
stances. In this situation, the problem with an OLS model is
that the usual error diagnostics are biased and may severely
underestimate the prediction uncertainty. We therefore propose

to use a "hybrid" predictor, using the OLS regression coeffi-
cients plus a term that accounts for the known autocorrelation.
Most importantly, this hybrid approach also accounts for the
autocorrelation in its uncertainty estimate.

We split the data into "pre" and "post" portions. The "pre"

portion is used to develop the model and the "post" portion is
used to test the model's predictive ability. To develop this hy-
brid predictor, we first note that because of the autocorrelation,
which we assume to be first order, the errors from the OLS fit
on consecutive davs k and k - I are related as

e 1 r :  P e l r - 1  *  5 1 , ( 3 )

where 61 is a random error term, and p is the autocorrelation
coefficient of the residuals. Thus, to best predict the energy use
E1 on the first day of the "post" period we use Equation 3 to
obtain

E r  :  e  +  b T t *  € r  :  a  *  b T 1  *  p e o *  6 r . ( 4 )

where e6 is the actual error on the final day of the "pre" period.
Because E1 and 61 are unknown, our best predictor of E1 is

E r : a + b T t * p e r .

Similarly, our best predictor of Ez is

(s )

( 6 )
( 2 )

E z :  a  +  b T z  *  p ' r o  =  a  +  b T 2  +  p e 1 .
where ?"1 is the temperature on day k, p is the correlation coeffi-
cient. and e1 -t : Er , - E*-1 is the prediction error from the
ft - lst day. The structural component of the model is
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we shall refer to Eq.7 as a hybrid predictor, because the regres-

sion coetficients ur" .o-puied uslng OLS, and the term pfte6

estimates the autocorrelati,on effect. Since where 1 is a column

of ones. Note that matrix PVP-| - zPV * V*. in Eq' 11 is m

i i, tn" length of_the "post" period. Pre and post-multiplying

of this matrii by i is juit a compact notation for summing all

of the terrns in the matrix.
The actual computation of this estimate of the variance of

the total prediction error involves a straightforward.matrix cal-

culation, which can be done easily using matrix oriented soft-

ware (SAS/IML is excellent for this task). The variance can

then be used to obtain prediction error bounds as follows. At a

confidence level 1 - a, the prediction error bound is

E o : o + b T k *  P r r o '

t,,, ,JTT{PvP-' - 2Pv + \r*) ' i

E * : X * ! l + Y ' \ P - r G - X B ) ( 8 )

where B = 6'X)-'X'E is the usual oLS estimator of the

,"gr"rrion coefficients. The prediction error is

E * -' * :-*;.'!*:.:l':'',' 
| )E -' i,u::.'.

: P e  - € x  ( 9 )

w h e r e  M :  I  -  X ( X ' X ) - r X ' a n d  P :  X v ( X ' X ) - ' X ' +

V , ,Q -t M . The variance-covariance matrix of the prediction er-

ror is thus

v a r ( E *  -  E * ) :  o ' ( P ' u P '  -  P v  -  v ' P ' *  v * )  ( 1 0 )

The variance of the prediction error for day i is the i - i

element of this m X m matrix, and the off-diagonal elements

are the covariances of the daily prediction errors. So the variance

of the sum of the daily prediction errors is

m

v a r ( >  ( E *  -  E x ) , )  :  i ' ' v a r ( E  -  E * ) ' 1
i :  I

:  o r 1 , . ( p , V p - t  - Z P V  +  i t r * ; . i  ( 1 1 )

variance estimate described in Eq. 13 is used for estimating the

hybrid model's variance.
If there is no autocorrelation present in the original oLS fit,

these results still hold and become much simpler since the ma-

trix v is now zero, and the matrices Y and Y-r become the

ioentity matrix. In this case the estimate of the variance of the

prediciion error is (Theil, 1971, p' 123):

m

var ( I  (E*  -  E* ) , )  :  o ' i ' ' (X* (X 'x ) - t x i  +  / ) ' l '  (14 )

*t i.tr:i, used for computing prediction error bounds for oLS

models.
Acommonbut incorrectpract iceforcomput ingpred ic t ion

error bounds of the sum of daily predictions is to sum in quadra-

iure the prediction error boundJof the daily predictions (Kis-

sock et il., tggzb Reddy et al., 1992). This amounts to assum-

ing that the daily prediction errors are independent:

uur(i, (E* - E*),) : I var(E* - E*),
i :  I  i =  I

( 1s )

( 7 )

(12)

(  1 3 )

where to12 is the t-statistic with (n - k) degrees of -freedom
where n is the number of pre-retrofit observations and k is the

nurnu"t of regression parameters in the model (see Ruch, 1992

for more details). Thus, the total prediction error ) (E* -

E*)i for the "post" period energy use is expected- to be less

ifin it. prediction error bound at ihe specified confidence level.

There are two major sources of variance when the "post"

data set is fairly long ltwo or more months).In thissituation,

the correlation betieen pre-retrofit and post-retrofit distur-

bances becomes small when compared to the other sources of

error. We can tttur upp.oximate tiris condition by setting o2V,

the matrix of covariances between pre-retrofit and post-retrofit

disturbances, equal to zero in the definition of matrix P and in

Eo- il. The *u3o, sources of variance in the sum of daily

prediction errors are therefore: (a) the matrix ozPVP 

" 

which

is due to sampling error in the estimation of the regression

coefficientr; und (6) ttre matrix otV x, which is due to variance

in the post-retrofit disturbances.
A pioblem related to finding prediction error bounds is esti-

mating the model error terms'-uatian"e o'. Unfortunately, the

standird OLS estimate of oz by the mean square enor (MSE)

of the regression is biased (Theil, 1971, p' 256)'.Thil requires

that an alternate estimate of o2 be made. An unbiased estimate

of the variance o2 under the assumption of first order autocorre-

lat ion is (Theil  1971, P.256)

^ )  RSS
o - : T -

Z,luv)"

where RSS is the residual sum of squares from the oLS regres-

sion. This will generally be larger than the MSE, which p{ly

"iptuin, 
why tlie OLS Lrror bJunds are roo small. The I pl <

I, this term iapidly diminishes with time and is negligible after

ubout 30 days into the "post" period. even when |p I is close

to  l .
To outline the derivation of the proper error estimates, we

now switch to matrix notation. Full details of the derivation are

available in Ruch (lgg}). The model above can be written as

E : X 0 + e,where E is a (.n x l) vector of pre-retrofit energy

observations and X is a (n x k) matrix whose first column is

a column of ones and remaining columns are the pre-retrofit

observations of the independent variables ( such as temperature'

humidity or indicator variables ).
To discribe m observations of post-retrofit energy use, Ea,

we have E* : X*0 + e * where X* is th-e matrix of post-retrofit

independent variables. Let o2V and otV* be the covariances

of pie-retrolit and post-retrofit disturbances respectively, and

let orv be the couoriun."s beWeen pre- and post-retrofit distur-

Uun""r where ar is the variance of the model error terms and

first order autocorrelation is assumed. Then the optimal hybrid

predictor (Eq. 7) can be written in matrix notation as:

Journal of Solar Energy Engineering

or, equivalently, that the off-diagonal entries in matrix 10 are

all zero. However, this is not generally the case because all of

tt 
" 

J"ifV predictions of energy us" are based on the same esti-

mated regression coefficientJind are therefore correlated. Con-

sequentlf, summing in quadrature will underestimate the correct

pr"oiction error bound. This is true even when there is no auto-

forrelation of errors in the OLS regression fit (Theil, 1971, p.

r22 ) .

procedure for Linear Model Fitting when Autocorre-

lation is Present
A variety of techniques for explaining and de-aling with auto-

correlation in modeling energy use have been discussed above.

In this section we devilop i procedure for putting these ideas

together. We assume thaf the given builcling data suggest that

"n-"tgy 
is a linear function of temperature, i'e', no temperature

"tun!"-point 
is apparent that requires PRISM (Fels, 1986) or

a four-parameter fit (Ruch and Claridge, 1991 ) '-

The hrst step is to perforrn an OLS fit to the data. If there is

no indication bf autocorrelation or other statistical problems,

use the OLS model for predicting energy use and Eq' 14 for

estimating the predictionirror bounds. If autocorrelation exists,

redesign ltr" -oa"t if possible, looking fortime-dependent oper-

ational changes ot o*itt"d variables. If, after this is done. there

I
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Table 1 DescriPtions
building data

of buildings
from 5lll91

used in
through

case studies.
lr0lll9l were

CWiscoo l i ngene rgyandHW- i shea t i ngene rgy .C lass room
not available?ue to metering difficulties'

Type of data Dates of "pre" data Dates of "post" data
Bui ld ing Principle use

Engineering Center

Campus LibrarY

Classroom Building

Classrooms, offices,
laboratories

Library, offices,
computer facilitY

Classrooms. offices

Cw (GJ/day)
HW (GJ/day)
CW (GJ/day)

Hw (GJ/day)

Ur5l90-6130190
61v90- 10/31/90
8t7l9r-v3ll92

tzl5l90-413019r

7ll l90-rrl27190
tyll90-1112'7190
21u92-4130192

tvvgl-3116192

is still autocorrelation present, or if redesigning is not possible'

try fitting an autoregressive model. If the structural component

is the *i3or contriSutor-i.e., its R2 is nearly as high as the

OLS fit und itr fit to the data reasonable-then this autoregres-

sive model can be used as a predictor. Note that this has not

been rhe case for any LoanStRR UuitAings studied thus far.

Finally, after all pottibl" model redesign has been d91"' and if

the auioregressiv! model is inappropriate, use the hybrid model

(Eq. 7) to predict energy use.

Model Comparison and Validation

In this section we test the performance of various models on

daily energy use data whictr are split into "pre" unq "post"

portions iriorder to simulate the prediction of pre-retrofit energy

use during post-retrofit weather conditions. The models' uncer-

tainty esti-mates and predictive abilities are then compared.

Hybrid and oLS Models compared on several Buildings.

We first compare the performance of the hybrid and OI S mod-

els on real energy ur! data from three buildings participating

in the LoanSTAR program. Data sets of cooling and heating

energy use at a large engineering center, cooling energy use at

u 
"ui,pur 

library utid h"uting energy use at a classroom building

were selected. in all cases, onty ouiAoor temperature was avail-

able as an independent variable and energy appeared to be a

linear function of temperature. For each building, the data were

split into two parts: 
^hypothetical 

"pre" and j'Po.t" periods

with energy use moaefng done on the "pre" data and the

models tested on the "posi" data. The "pre" Set was selected

so that the range of daiiy temperatures was as representative as

possible of th-e annual tempirature variation for the region.
^Giu"n 

this constraint, the dati were split in half where possible.

The data periods are given in Table l.

The modeling proJedure discussed above led to a hybrid

predictor of the"fbrm given by Eq.7 foreach.b,ilding. For

fomparative purposes, both OLS and hyqrid models were fit to

"u.h 
b,rilding's 

^"pre" 
period data set. The models were then

used to prediit the cumulative energy use for the "Dost" period,

and preidiction error bounds were calculated at the 95Vo and

99Vo confidence levels. To illustrate the problem with summing

the prediction error bounds in quadrature, prediction error

bounds were also computed in thii way. The results are listed

in Table 2.

Note that in every case the hybrid model's prediction error

bound was greater than that of the oLS model. In all four cases

the OLS erior is greater than the predicted OLS error bound at

the 997o confidence level, while the hybrid error is less than

its predicted error bound at the 95Vo leveL This supports the

theoretical argument that OLS prediction error bounds are gen-

erally too sriall and hybrid error bounds are more realistic.

The quadrature method produced prediction error bounds even

smallr than the OLS error bounds for every case, again support-

ing the theoretical argument that summing errors in quadrature

underestimates the true error.

The hybrid method compares favorably with oLS in its pre-

dictive ubility, since its prediction of heating energy for the

engineering ienter, whers the "post" period is short (.27 days ) ,

is Jonsiderably more accurate than OLS. The two methods have

essentially the same prediction accuracy in the other three cases'

Model Redesign and Energy Prediction: A Case Study

Building. This Jase study discusses both model redesign and

the hybid predictor. The building examined is the campus li-

brarydescribed in Table 1. In this example, daily temperature

and heating energy use data from August l, 1991 through April

30, lgg2 were analyzed. The data were split at the end of

January 1992 into hypothetical "pre" and "post" portions. The
..pre,' portion was-used to develop the model and the "post"

portion *as used to test the model's predictive ability. A plot of
^th" ..pr"" energy use versus temperature suggests that heating

"n"rgy 
use is ailasonably linear function of temperature (Fig.

la)."4n OLS fit to the "-p."" data yielded an R2 value of .90,

but the residuals were significantly correlated over time, with

an autocorrelation coeffrcient of .90. A full autoregressive

model was fit to the data, which improved the fit greatly (R'

: 0.97). but could not be used as a predictor since the error

component was not available during the "post" period. The

struitural component of the model alone was clearly skewed

(Fig. lc) and had a poor R2 value of 0.59. It was therefore

untit 
"ty 

to predict properly without the aid of the conditional

error componenr of ihe model and so was rejected as a predictor.

A closer analysis of the data revealed three distinct patterns

of energy use: the first prior to November 3, the second during

a A diy period ou"t ih" Christmas and Martin Luther King

holidayi and a third period covering the rest of the "pre"

Table 2 Predictive ability and uncertainty of oLS and Hybrid models compared to actual data' Tlr-e percentages are

relative to the actuat energy use. riifilt i"i'*rit*te 
"f 

ulcertainty, the actual prediction error should be less than the

pi"ai.tio" error bound aiitre given confidence level.

Building and
Energy Type

Autocorrelation
coefficient

Predicted
energy use

(GJ)

Actual
energy use

(GJ)

Actual
prediction

erTor

Prediction error
bound at 95Vo

confidence level

Prediction error
bound at99Vc

confidence levelModel
Type

Library
Heating

Eng. Center
Heating

Eng. Center
Heating

Class Room
Heating

OLS
Hybrid
OLS
Hybrid
OLS
Hybrid
OLS
Hybrid

.78

.78

.96

.96

.73
- a
- t J

.94

.94

8419
8400
t268
r393
3244
3243
2r94
2t94

7779
7779
l 569
1569
3435
3435
2609
2609

\Vo
8Vo

197o
I l V o
6Va
6Vo

l67o
l6Vo

3Vc
8Va
7Vo

337o
19a
97o
-1',/O

lTVo

4Va
1 1 V a
9Vo

447o
5Vo

l27o
4Va

227o
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Fig. l Daily energy use during the "pre" period at the campus library: (a) energy use

w i thoLSmode |ano t t res t ruc - tu ra lpa r to f theARmode | ; (b )energyusebymodeo f
;;;;"6; with hybrid-indicator modets. In (a) the AR-model is clearlv skewed. In (b)

in" nyurio indicator models are the best predictors of energy use'

period (Fig. lb). Inquiries with the building operators con-
^firmed 

thaithere *"." ind""d three modes of operation:

1) from August, 1991 through October' 1991 steam used

for interior zone reheat is turned off;

2) from November, l99l through January ' 1992 steam used

for interior zone reheat is turned on; and

3 ) operating hours were severely reduced during the holi-

daYs.

Following our procedure, three predictor models were devel-

oped on Ih" "ir"" data and tesied on the "post" data' The

first was the OLS model mentioned above. The second was an
..indicator model" that took into account all three operating

s tagesus ing ind i ca to rva r i ab les ,bu td idno ta l l ow fo r the re -
maining autocorrelation in its uncertainty estimate. A third
:to-pi"ttensive" model took into account all three operating

,tug., as well as the autocorrelation' The results are listed in

Table 3 and are discussed below'

The simple OLS model of energy use during the "pre" period

is

E x : 9 9 . 2 7  -  3 . 2 3 7 k  ( 1 6 )

W h e n t h i s m o d e l i s u s e d t o p r e d i c t e n e r g y u s e i n t h e . . p o s t ' '

period, the prediction is 177o too high. In addition, its prediction

error is substantially greater than the OLS prediction error

bound at the 95Vo confidence level ( see Table 3 ). This severe

underestimation of uncertainty is typical of OLS models when

autocorrelation is ignored. It is also clear from Fig. 1 that the

slope of the OLS model line is stceper than the slope of any of

the model lines during the three operating modes. If one is

interested in the rate of change <lf energy use with respect to

temperature, the OLS model will give false information. In this

case, the slope given by the original autorcgressive fit, although

skewed and not acceptable as a predictor of overall energy use,

is considerably closer to the slopes for the three operational

modes. Also note that the RMSE estimated by OLS is 8.6, but

the unbiased estimate using Eq. 13 is higher-about 8.9-

which is part of the reason thc prediction uncertainty is too

small.
An autoregressive model with an elTor correction term im-

proved the fit slightly. However, when only its structural compo-

nent was considered, the fit was worse (Fig. la), with an R2

of .82, and so this autoregressive model was ruled out as a

predictor.
Using indicator variables for the three time periods, an indica-

tor model incorporating all three operational modes was devel-

Table 3 ComParison of models'

data. The percentages are relative

and error bound.

predictive ability and uncertainty estimates using campus library heating energy use

;; th" actual energy use. Redesigning the OLS model improves the prediction accuracy

I

t l . '

''1'l"rlh\...

o f ,ooo

R2

Autocorrelation
coefficient

Predicted
energy use

(GJ)

Actual
energy use

(GJ)

Actual
predict ion

crTor

Prediction error
bound at the 95Vc
confidence level

Model tyPe

OLS
Indicator
Comprehensive

0.90
0.96
0.96

o.94
0.71
0.71

3',12s
3 l 6 l
3162

3 1 8 4
3 1 8 4
3 1 8 4

t '7%.
l r./r,

l % .

6Vo
5Va

I  l%c
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oped ( see Ruch, Kissock. Reddy, 1993 or Neter. Wasserman,

Kurner 1990 for details on indicator models). This increased

the R2 to .96 and lowered the autocorrelation coefficient to .71,
just i tying the new model (Fig. lb). I ts equation is

Er :94.70 -  2"18/ ' . r :k  -  21. ]3 lz  -  2 .09127k + 15.5913 (17)

where

du r i ng  l 1  l 4 l 9 l  - I  l 31192

otherwise

d u r i n g  8 l l l 9 I - l l l 3 l 9 l

otherwise

and

Although this model predicted well. the autocorrelation was

still significant and thus this model was not optimal.
Finally, a third "comprehensive" hybrid predictor was devel-

oped using the OLS regression coefficients from the indicator

model ( Eq. 17 ) plus a term estimating the autocorrelation effect.

The equation for this model is

Et :  94.70 - 2.78lrTo - 27'7312 - 2.09/ '2Tk

+  1 5 . 5 9 1 3  +  ( 0 . 7 1 ) k e o  ( 1 8 )

where €o : 0.12 is the actual enor on the final day of the "pre"

period and the other variables are the same as defined above.

Taking March l, 1992 as the date when steam for interior

zones was once again turned off, these predictors were applied

to the "post" data. Both were significantly more accurate than

the OLS model, with actual prediction errors of approximately
l%o (see Table 3 ). The actual prediction elrors for both the

indicator and comprehensive models (l%o for each model ) were

less than their respective prediction error bounds (57o and

llVo), indicating that both models gave satisfactory uncertainty

estimates.

Conclusions and Future Directions
Attention to autocolTelation can improve the modeling pro-

cess in two ways. First, its very existence suggests that the

model may be improved, either by including omitted variables

if possible, or by redesigning the model using indicator variables

to account for different time-dependent modes of operation.

Secondly, superior estimates of prediction uncertainty can be

made using a "hybrid" approach that accounts for autocorrela-

tion if the model cannot be redesigned to eliminate autocorrela-
tion. These two points have been developed and illustrated on

case study buildings where energy use was a linear function of

temperature.
This work suggests several areas of future research. First, the

study of linear models with autocorrelation should be followed

up with a similar analysis of non-linear models such as PRISM
(Fels. 1986) and four-parameter change-point models (Ruch

and Claridge. l99l ) . Secondly, relating this prediction analysis

to NAC (Normalized Annual Consumption) would be worth-

while, considering the importance of NAC in energy analysis
(Reynolds et al., 1990; Ruch and Claridge, 1992). It is intu-

itively plausible that an estimate of "post" energy use' divided
by the length of the "post" period, should asymptotically ap-

proach the model's NAC estimate as the "post" period length-
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ens. Work is being done to prove this conjecture, along with

results relating prediction uncertainty and the standard error of

a NAC estimare. Third, it can be seen from Table 3 that the

indicator model's prediction error bound is adequate for this

case study. The theory suggests that in general the comprehen-

sive modll's prediction error bound is more appropriate. How-

ever, it would be worth more study to determine whether this

phenomenon occurs in other case studies. Finally, the different

iime-dependent modes of operation for the case studies in this

study were found using ad hoc data and residual analysis. It

*ouid be useful to develop more systematic and rigorous meth-

ods for finding these different time-periods.
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